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ELIOT INSTITUTE

LIFEGUARD JOB DESCRIPTION

Seabeck camps

(Revised March 2013)

NOTE: Eliot Institute requires that at least one currently certified lifeguard be appointed for each

summer camp.

SELECTION: The Lifeguard is appointed by the Dean and is responsible to the Waterfront

Director. 

QUALIFICATIONS: A current water safety and life-saving certification such as Red Cross

Senior Water Safety, Bronze Cross, or NSL certification.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

C Register for camp, sign a contract and Code of Ethics; send a copy of your lifeguard

certification to the Registrar.

C Be familiar with Waterfront Guidelines for Seabeck

C Be present when the Board Representative signs the Seabeck Waterfront Policy

agreement with the Seabeck staff person. 

C Assist the Waterfront Director as directed in supervising safety during designated hours

and alternate swim times at the swim dock and lagoon beach.

C Help the Waterfront Director to enforce the general rules applicable to waterfront

activities.   Inform campers under age 18 they may swim at Eliot only when supervised by

an appointed lifeguard, only at the lagoon swimming area and swimming dock, and only

during daylight, usually from 1:30 - 5:00 each afternoon, or at other times when

designated and authorized by the Dean(s).  No swimming after dark. Swimming at other

locations, such as the picnic area at Salmon Bake beach, at any time, is also unauthorized,

not supervised and solely at the risk of the swimmers and their parents, guardians, or

sponsors.

C Under the direction of the Waterfront Director, supervise safety at  the swimming dock

and beach in the lagoon.  Insure swim buddies check-in and check-out of the swim area

by leaving their nametags together at the Nametag Park. When the emergency air horn

sounds, insure all swimmers get promptly out of the water. Expect arrival of health

professionals at the waterfront after horn sounds.

C Supervise the morning Polar Bear Swim. Insure swimmers enter the lagoon in waves with

the stronger and heavier swimmers first, then lighter swimmers and smaller adults, then

children last. People should dive in, not jump in, then immediately swim away from the

dock to clear potentially dangerous congestion there. Campers under 18 must have a

swim badge; for the first morning of camp, before badges are earned, they must be

accompanied by a parent or a designated adult swim buddy.

C In the event that weather, water conditions, or a decrease in the number of swimmers

reduces the need for two lifeguards, it is recommended that the Director and Lifeguard

rotate responsibility on an equal share basis.

C Conduct swim checks of children under 18 and makes swim bracelets.
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C Recommend new or revised guidelines to the Waterfront Director for submission to the

Dean.

C Hiroshima Boat Ceremony at August Seabeck Camp: One lifeguard and one adult are to

be in a boat in the lagoon during the time MAGs are setting out Hiroshima boats.  Also

each MAG rower must be qualified (passed the boat test).


